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Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria

Organisation Name:
Your position or role:

SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider::
Criminal activity,Mental health,Education,Social impacts,Accessing and using cannabis,Public health,Public
safety,Young people and children
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual,Academic and research

Are there any additional themes we should consider?
That cannabis is something many people are in jail for
That cannabis has many good effects
That cannabis can help with mental health
That cannabis has never caused any deaths
That cannabis would make the governement a lot of money
Select all that apply. Do you think there should be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be decriminalised.
(Decriminalised: there are no criminal or civil penalties instead a person is referred to a drug diversion
program or other health/ treatment service),Personal use of cannabis should be legal. ,Sale of cannabis
should be legal and regulated. ,There should be no restrictions. ,Other – please explain.

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.ponderingpot.com.au/national/cannabis-could-generate-2-billion-eachyear-for-australia/%3Famp
https://nadk.flinders.edu.au/kb/cannabis/cannabis-crime/how-many-cannabis-related-arrests-are-there-eachyear-in-australia/
https://www.healtheuropa.eu/health-benefits-of-cannabis/92499/

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
That alcohol has much for damaging effects than cannabis does but it is still illegal
Cannabis is a healthier alternative and also isn’t man made compared to pharmaceutical drugs which there
are many deaths on
There have been 0 deaths
FILE ATTACHMENTS
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AU STRAL IAN C ANNABIS NE W S

Cannabis Could Generate $2 Billion Each Year for Australia
Jun 27 — by Mike F

One of the most discussed bene ts of Australia legalising recreational cannabis is the potential tax revenue. What’s not so often talked about, is
the actual projected amount of tax revenue. So, let’s get into the numbers.
Thankfully, some wonderful folks in the government want to legalise cannabis, just like us. And they’ve already worked out the tax bene ts
Australia and its states could realise with legalisation.
Senator Richard Di Natale of the Greens prepared a Policy Costing for the Parliamentary Budget Of ce in 2018. Detailing the nancial
implications of legalising recreational cannabis in Australia.
Here are the results.

Year

Cannabis Excise

Company Tax

GST

2019 - 2020

$1.36 billion

$450 million

$490 million

2020 - 2021

$1.37 billion

$400 million

$490 million

2021 - 2022

$1.35 billion

$350 million

$480 million

2022 - 2023

$1.32 billion

$210 million

$490 million

2023 - 2024

$1.29 billion

$210 million

$470 million

2024 - 2025

$1.37 billion

$230 million

$500 million

2025 - 2026

$1.52 billion

$230 million

$560 million

2026 - 2027

$1.61 billion

$230 million

$590 million

2027 - 2028

$1.73 billion

$250 million

$620 million
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Not only would it generate vast revenues, but he estimated legalisation would save the Australian Federal Police $25 million
each year
in various
expenses.
In the end, if we’re speaking from only a monetary position, the bene ts resulting from cannabis legalisation in Australia is massive.

If recreational cannabis is legalised, Australian
could generate more than $20 billion in the
next 10 years in tax revenues and savings.
This is just one of the many reasons Australia should re-legalise recreational cannabis.
Several assumptions were made to come to those gures, including:

The average recreational cannabis user consumes 3 grams per
week
Legalisation of cannabis would result in increased demand over
time
Cannabis tourism from overseas visitors would account for 10
percent of total sales

On top of that, due to the nature of cannabis and its readily available black market in Australia, there is a level of unsurety as well.

There is a high level of uncertainty in this
costing as there is limited information available
to estimate the level of consumption of
recreational cannabis or the market place.

Read through the full policy costing here.

Stay informed with the latest cannabis news
in Australia.
Your email
SU BSCR IBE
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FA C E B O O K





TWITTER

TA G S :

BUSINESS



LINKEDIN

GOVERNM ENT

W H AT S A P P



REDDIT

L E G A L I S AT I O N

1 COMMENT
Mark

R E P LY

J U N E 2 7 , 2 0 2 0 AT 9 :3 7 PM

2 billion a year on recreational , what about Hempcrete re proof building products and the fact you can make plastics aswell , my
dream is for Australia to make our own electric cars made from cannabis now thats awesome.

LEAVE A REPLY
Write your comment...

Name *
Email *
POST COMMENT

M IKE F

L AT E S T P O S T S

Mike is one of the lead editors at Pondering Pot. He's an advocate for legalising cannabis in Australia, and covers much of the
latest cannabis news in the country.

YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN
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Creso Pharma surges on back of US bill to
decriminalise cannabis

Cannatrek announces plans to enter Germany’s
medical cannabis market

United Nations reschedules cannabis in historic
vote

S TA Y I N F O R M E D

L ATEST CA NNA BI S NEW S

Creso Pharma surges on back of US bill to decriminalise cannabis

Your email

Dec 8

SU BSCR IBE

Why hemp paper shouldn’t remain history
Dec 7

Cannatrek announces plans to enter Germany’s medical cannabis market
Dec 5

Ground-breaking study busts dangerous driving and medical cannabis myth
Dec 3

L A T E S T

F R O M

N A T I O N A L

Creso Pharma surges on back of US bill to decriminalise cannabis
Over the past month, Creso Pharma (ASX:CPH) has surged more than 635%

Why hemp paper shouldn’t remain history
Changes by the Food Standards Australia New Zealand legalised the production of

Cannatrek announces plans to enter Germany’s medical cannabis market
Australian-owned medical cannabis company Cannatrek has unveiled a partnership that allows them

Ground-breaking study busts dangerous driving and medical cannabis myth
A ground-breaking study from the University of Sydney shows that medications containing

Scammers use Maggie Beer’s face in fake CBD oil ad
Celebrity chef Maggie Beer has warned her followers that her image and
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Stay informed with the latest cannabis news in
Australia.
Your email
SU BSCR IBE

Search...



 
© 2020 | Pondering Pot
Privacy | Terms | Contact

Disclaimer
Pondering Pot does not recommend that anyone uses cannabis for medical or adult use
purposes unless consulted by a medical professional. Cannabis is a drug and may have
negative side effects. Please consult with your doctor to nd out if cannabis is right for you.
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 Skip to Knowledgebase Navigation
The National Centre for Education and Training on Addiction



Search the knowledgebase...

Sitemap 
References 
Contact NCETA about the NADK 

How many cannabis-related arrests are there each year in Australia?

Cannabis arrests account for the greatest number of illicit drug arrests in Australia. In 2017-18, there were
72,381 cannabis arrests in Australia. Of these, 92% were consumer arrests and 8% were provider arrests.

Cannabis arrests in Australia (by arrest type)

Source: Australian Crime Commission (2019). Illicit Drug Data Report 2017-18.
Consumer Arrests: The Australian Crime Commission differentiates between people who have been apprehended for trading in,
as opposed to using, illicit drugs. Those charged with user-type offences (possessing or administering drugs for their own use)
are classified as consumers.
Provider Arrests: The Australian Crime Commission differentiates between people who have been apprehended for trading in,
as opposed to using, illicit drugs. Those charged with supply-type offences (importation, trafficking, selling, cultivation and
manufacture) are classified as providers.

Alcohol
Cannabis
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General Cannabis Information
Australians' Attitudes Towards Cannabis
Use Patterns
Cannabis & Employment
Cannabis & Health
Cannabis & Crime
Treatment
Cannabis & Young People

Methamphetamine
Pharmaceuticals
Website funded by the Australian Government Department of Health and developed by the National Centre for Education and Training on
Addiction, Flinders University.

Publications & Resources 
Glossary of Key Terms 
About the NADK 
All content Copyright 2020 NCETA
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Medical Cannabis News

Medical Cannabis News



Cannabis & CBD Research News

Cannabis & CBD Research News

News

20 Health benefits of cannabis that everyone
should know
22nd July 2019

© iStock/Creative-Family

Cannabis can be found in various forms, and the health benefits of
cannabis is ever growing, here Tara Leo of CaliExtractions gives us
an insight regarding the diverse benefits of the plant.
Cannabis contains CBD which is a chemical that impacts the brain, making it function better without
giving it a high along with THC which has pain relieving properties. Both substances can be extracted
and enhanced for use through short path distillation. Users can get the following health bene ts of
cannabis:

Relief of chronic pain
There are hundreds of chemical compounds in cannabis, many of which are cannabinoids.
Cannabinoids have been linked to providing relief of chronic pain due to their chemical makeup.
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Which is why cannabis’ by-product such as medical cannabis is commonly used for chronic pain
relief.

Improves lung capacity
Unlike smoking cigarettes, when smoking cannabis in the form of cannabis your lungs aren’t
harmed. In fact, a study found that cannabis actually helps increase the capacity of the lungs rather
than cause any harm to it.

Help lose weight
If you look around, you will notice that the avid cannabis user is usually not overweight. That is
because cannabis is linked to aiding your body in regulating insulin while managing caloric intake
e ciently.

Regulate and prevent diabetes
With its impact on insulin, it only makes sense that cannabis can help regulate and prevent diabetes.
Research conducted by the American Alliance for Medical Cannabis (AAMC) has linked cannabis to
stabilise blood sugars, lower blood pressure, and improve blood circulation.

Fight cancer
One of the biggest medical bene ts of cannabis is its link to ghting cancer. There is a good amount
of evidence that shows cannabinoids can help ght cancer or at least certain types of it.

Helps treat depression
Depression is fairly widespread without most people even knowing they have it. The
endocannabinoid compounds in cannabis can help in stabilising moods which can ease depression.

Shows promise in autism treatment
Cannabis is known to calm users down and control their mood. It can help children with autism that
experience frequent violent mood swings control it.

Regulate seizures
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Research conducted on CBD has shown that it can help control seizures. There are ongoing studies
to determine the e ect cannabis has on individuals with epilepsy.

Mend bones
Cannabidiol has been linked to helping heal broken bones, quickening the process. According to
Bone Research Laboratory in Tel Aviv, it also helps strengthen the bone in the process of healing.
This makes it tougher for the bone to break in the future.

Helps with ADHD/ADD
Individuals with ADHD and ADD have trouble focusing on tasks at hand. They tend to have problems
with cognitive performance and concentration. Cannabis has shown promise in promoting focus
and helping individuals with ADHD/ADD. It is also considered a safer alternative to Adderall and
Ritalin.

Treatment for glaucoma
Glaucoma leads to additional pressure on the eyeball which is painful for individuals with the
disorder. Cannabis can help reduce the pressure applied on the eyeball providing some temporary
relief to individuals with glaucoma.

Alleviate anxiety
While Cannabis is commonly known to cause anxiety, there is a way around that. Taken in monitored
dosage and in the proper way, cannabis can help alleviate anxiety and calm users down.

Slow development of Alzheimer’s disease
Alzheimer’s disease is one of many that is caused by cognitive degeneration. As we age, cognitive
degeneration is almost unavoidable. Cannabis’s endocannabinoid contains anti-in ammatories that
ght the brain in ammation that leads to Alzheimer’s disease.

Deal with pain linked to arthritis
Cannabis is now commonly found as creams and balms which are used by individuals that have
arthritis. Both THC and CBD help su erers deal with the pain.
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Helps with PTSD symptoms

PTSD doesn’t just a ect veterans but any individual that goes through a trauma. As cannabis is
legalised the impact it has on helping treat individuals with PTSD is being studied. Cannabis helps
control the ght or ight response, preventing it from going into overdrive.

Helps provide relief to individuals with multiple sclerosis
Multiple sclerosis can be painful, and cannabis is known to provide relief for it. Multiple sclerosis
leads to painful muscle contractions and cannabis can help reduce that pain.

Reduces side effects linked to hepatitis C and increase the
effectiveness of treatment
The treatment for hepatitis C has numerous side e ects that include nausea, fatigue, depression,
and muscle aches. These can last for months for some hepatitis C su erers. Cannabis can help
reduce the side e ects caused by the treatment while making it more e ective at the same time.

Treats inflammatory bowel diseases
Individuals with Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis can nd some relief with the use of cannabis.
THC and cannabidiol are known to help enhance immune response while also interact with cells that
play a vital role in the functioning of the gut. Cannabis helps block o bacteria and other compounds
that cause in ammation in the intestines.

Helps with tremors associated with Parkinson’s disease
For those that have Parkinson’s disease cannabis can help reduce tremors and pain while also
helping promote sleep. It has also shown to improve motor skills in patients.

Helps with alcoholism
Another one of the many health bene ts of cannabis is that there is no doubt cannabis is much safer
than alcohol. While it may not be 100% risk-free, it can be a smarter way to curb alcoholism by
substituting it with cannabis.
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Tara Leo
Content Marketing Manager
CaliExtractions
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CBD Research & Innovation
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RELATED ARTICLES

Modified CBD molecules could help in the fight against skin disease

CBD reduces COVID-19 lung damage with protective peptides

Global cannabis testing market to grow 13.4% through 2025

Clinical trial shows potential of cannabis to lessen sickle cell disease pain

Project Twenty21: Europe’s largest medical cannabis registry goes live

Advocacy group launches Australian Medicinal Cannabis Course Online





242 COMMENTS
Eli Richardson

31st July 2019 at 4:00 pm

It’s great you mentioned that cannabis helps to deal with arthritis. Years ago, my dad had
an injury that left him with arthritis, so he has been depressed because he can’t use his
workshop tools. We will consider talking to him about CBD and how it can help lessen the
pain.
Reply

Rita

20th September 2019 at 3:48 pm

Smoke the herb out
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Reply

Letuknow

25th January 2020 at 5:02 am

I smoke daily in a limited dose
Reply

Kasym

28th March 2020 at 3:42 pm

I need some please
Reply

David

6th April 2020 at 10:52 am

You got it already ???

Mariyuma

18th May 2020 at 10:29 pm

Come take it

Capro amaza

18th October 2020 at 9:06 am

To me is like a medicine

Dan

7th July 2020 at 10:13 pm

OMG mom is not compromising lol…
Reply

Micheal Leon

20th October 2020 at 5:33 pm

I smoke daily unlimited

Trayson

27th November 2020 at 4:58 pm

Yessirr!!!
Reply

prioris

2nd June 2020 at 1:05 am
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70% of arthritis can be cured with borax.
see borax protocol
Reply

Tyron

25th October 2020 at 1:55 am

Oh come on
Reply

Mimi Ziegenfuss

27th August 2020 at 4:09 am

Hi! Just to be on the safety fence, I highly recommend you taking your Daddy to
cônsul a Doctor and hear from his point of view. Bene ts and side e ects. I wish you
the best of luck.
Much love
Mimi Ziegenfuss
Reply

Ravi

12th September 2020 at 3:25 pm

This is just to promote to weed. Highlighted that it works superb for Neck and Back
Pain, it’s just becoz in the current world, every one is su ering with both.
Reply

AL

21st October 2020 at 6:15 am

Also drinking turmeric tea helps relieve psin
Reply

Tp

25th October 2020 at 10:25 pm

Do you smoke?
Reply

Shelly Burke

22nd November 2020 at 3:27 pm
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Thanks -Yes turmeric is awesome- try throwing a teaspoon u done steam
veggies- & something people might do other may not that’s a smart change:
change our ur sugar in ur co ee and tea for local honey- and keep honey
packets with u take a spoonful each am – good for ya in this sick seasonhoney kills bacteriaReply

Shelly

22nd November 2020 at 3:44 pm

I Faithfully Smoke Daily! I’m a Disabled Vet just had a disability
hearing had to explain to a Judge why I will continue to faithfully
smoke daily. How could anyone that felt the pain I did and how not
could it not be legal- It’s the only way I’m able to function- I’ve had
every shot, pill, PT them Doc’s could think to give me, till I was sick to
my stomach-Marijuana is what took the place of 5 di erent meds I
took myself o of and I feel so much better – like whole new person –
Thank God 4 Natures Meds (Greens)
Reply

PipeDreemz Inc

29th August 2019 at 9:01 am

There are many bene ts of cannabis that will help us with good health. Thanks for sharing
such valuable information about cannabis. Great blog.
Reply

Mimi Ziegenfuss

27th August 2020 at 4:11 am

I kindly ask that you look for side e ects as well. Be wiser and smarter!
Thank you
Reply

Claudia

30th October 2020 at 12:22 pm

This smoking pot is a trigger for my brother going homeless and have been
so so against it, I raised my kids never to use drugs of any kind. But guess
what ,I’ve had major back surgery and going on my 3rd month of massive
pain and hate Vicodin’s and muscle relaxers because they get you way way
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constipated so my sister said try smoking it and just see , WELL it’s like a
miracle to my body. So what is worse Vicodin’s or pot that takes the
in ammation down. Trust me I can’t believe I’m writing this.
Reply

Claudia Johnson

11th September 2019 at 11:49 pm

Cannabis helps my mentel health
Reply

Nuria

11th December 2019 at 8:23 am

I proud of you
Reply

David

8th April 2020 at 4:06 pm

Dam right, I used to get the worst anxiety and depression (still working on both) but
since i started smoking a nice mild Indica, dam it just makes me giggle before bed
and puts me to sleep like a baby (not to mention how starving it makes me but i
usually just wolf down a bowl of cereal). I am soooo w you, it is a mental health game
changer. Fun alone or w someone too. Cheers, stay well upstairs!
Reply

MJay

18th September 2020 at 3:02 am

I just started taking Indica at night as well. A few hits o the vape pen and im
feeling great. I have chronic back pain and when laying on my side it hurts so
bad it takes my breath away. Now when i go to bed and wake up i habe very
little or no pain. I dont do pills so this is a great alternative! The side e ect i
have is the munchies! Haha. I tell you one huge di erence i can super focus
on one task at a time instead of being all over the place.
Reply

Moses kangulu

24th June 2020 at 5:00 am

It wipe away stress and loneliness.
Reply
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11th September 2020 at 4:06 am

mental* mate
Reply

Alpha

21st September 2020 at 6:33 am

I bet there’s lot of information they don’t want us to reach, Since weed opens or
awaken our brain’s atoms forcing us to reach our highest state of thinking, World
private country’s meetings surveyed it long time ago that how the would could be if
all as human beings could consume weed in anyways, since that could lead us to
our superconsciousness state, Government wouldn’t be able to control us, Its their
lead to spread fake facts about it to keep us separated. Hence I consume weed and I
tell you what I see coming in future you’d make funny of me and say that too high.
They keep it illegal in many country and ghting by all means to terminate it in legal
ones, gotta ask yourself why? course it just a natural herb, Wanna know why? It
because weed( or whatever call it) is a root of life. Conclusion (If we all think rich,
possible enough we all could be rich, and that would make imbalance in the
economy since no one would be poor)
Reply

Tyron

25th October 2020 at 1:58 am

Damnnn bruh preach on! You talking lot of sense
Reply

Toni Morgan

2nd November 2020 at 2:47 am

Damn right it is Plant Natural Medicine .. if Was made Legal . Big
pharmaceutical drug Companies would loose a lot of Money no need for
prescription medicine . On the other side also Criminal gangs would be
loosing money also .. but a lot of individual whom are smoking not for a
Bene t because of peer pressure only Smoke to Heal yourself
Reply

Andre

3rd November 2020 at 1:35 pm

Nailed it bro
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Reply

boaz

3rd November 2020 at 7:47 pm

Nailed it i’ve realized that alone
Reply

thabi

26th November 2020 at 6:42 am

You’re on point there, we really live in a cruel world.
Reply

Luis mendez

23rd September 2019 at 2:22 am

I didn’t believe until I tried it… thanks to our mother eart for providing , know I can even eat
normal again..
Reply

lisa

5th April 2020 at 10:38 pm

Wonderful!
Reply

Brian clarke

19th October 2019 at 4:04 pm

Is there any body here that uses the thc for chronic back pain and nerve pain .
What is your thoughts and experiences with this .
I am going through a bad spell at the moment and really need to nd some thing to help
me with my daily chronic pain levels .
Reply

CHERYL

23rd October 2019 at 2:34 am

Have you tried topical CBD?
Reply

Allen Ingrid

10th May 2020 at 10:15 pm

I have just started using it but it has improved my digestion I must say
Reply
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Zahitsongs

18th May 2020 at 9:02 am

Was smoking before but had to stop because of the damages they
adviced it causes..
Reply

Name

4th June 2020 at 6:43 am

Don’t have to smoke it, shoke in a gin or water and take a
shot every morning or night.

Sumit Saroha

8th September 2020 at 4:56 pm

Lockdown kat gya bhai

Me

9th March 2020 at 12:08 am

I hurt my neck real bad. I took ibuprofen, gabapentin, essential oil blend for pain,
nothing helped the pain. I then tried a little weed, it actually took my pain away.
Wow!! I am thankful I can use it for pain. All Natural
Reply

Lisa

5th April 2020 at 10:40 pm

I have chronic pain of bromyalgia. Without cannibus I would be curled up in the
fetal position in pain. I’m quite the Gardner and I’m doing that today instead.
Reply

Nuel

22nd June 2020 at 8:33 am

Wow, come see me smile for real after reading your comment, I’m so happy
for Lisa. I smoke the herb out on a limited dose, daily. It’s helpful.
Reply

Jessica Schmidt

19th June 2020 at 7:23 pm

It does help. I deal with this everyday and it does shed some relief
Reply
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14th July 2020 at 6:35 am

Yes me I’ve had six major back surgeries and I have a bulging disc in my neck that
gives me ts making me have neck and shoulder pain. I also have sciatic nerve pain
a lot or so I did. I use a roll on my neck and shoulders and it really helps I even
stopped taking Norco!!
Reply

Your friend

21st July 2020 at 12:40 pm

Hi, I’ve found it very helpful using an indica strain, I was provided with sour diesel
and let me tell you, it wiped out any type of pain I was feeling, i know i can count on
it, also kush is a very popular choice and highly recommended for chronic pains, if
you want to just relieve the pain and not get high and avoid failing drug tests for a
job, then I recommend you try some CBD oil, cream, pills, or edibles, the cream
works like a charm, but honestly I prefer the pure form of straight weed, plus it’s
fun. But CBD is much easier to get a hold of I’d you dont have a medical marijuana
card, you can go to almost any gas station and nd some, but they do have stores
dedicated to just CBD, if you want to relieve your pain, dont worry about the price
because its gonna work, same with weed, I hope this helps you a little bit, I’m not a
professional in any sense, just a fellow traveler of the pain experience
Reply

Mundus Uys

29th July 2020 at 4:40 pm

I use cannabis for chronic back pain. I’ve had this problem for more than 20 years
and the constant pain also causes depression. Smoking cannabis does not provide
absolute relief (nothing ever does) but nevertheless makes it more tolerable. It also
helps my mood and sleep. It is not completely harmless: I consider the ‘high’ that
lasts about 40 mins as an impairment and I only smoke after attending to all my
responsibilities for the day. There is also a medium term e ect: After smoking daily
for months, I start feeling tired and depressed in the mornings despite a good
night’s sleep. I have never come across this in literature, but many other smokers
have told me that they’ve had the same experience. I then break my usage for a few
days. The rst day without it is hard, but nothing like real addictions like alcohol or
tobacco. Cannabis is not addictive per se – it is more like a habit and you’ll miss the
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relief – a bit like quiting co ee or biting your nails. Once my dreams become vivid
again I can resume my daily habit. I’ve used high doses of Tramadol for long periods
and also OTC meds, like paracetamol etc. and I nd cannabis much less harmful and
more e ective. Ultimately, pain management is not about taking away the pain – it is
about returning to function… Best of luck to you.
Reply

Amadu Konneh

23rd August 2020 at 11:16 am

Cannabis is the best solution for that. I was going through such pain for sometime
until I started smoking cannabis I’m now free forever and nothing or no one can
stop me from smoking it except HIM over. The Health bene ts are too many to
count.
Reply

Toni Morgan

2nd November 2020 at 2:56 am

Pure Cannabis oil if your not a Smoker it is very Expensive a small amount will cost
around £100 but will last you a while .. if you smoke few drops on your tobacco
should do the trick . Excellent to cook with also . The best for the pain my Uncle is
taking it for his pain he had Cancer best medicine in the World
Reply

Mac

23rd October 2019 at 8:02 pm

I have same issue with spine pain. A topical 1:1 THC and CBD will help, however nding a
strain of Cannabis with this 1:1 or near it in almost equal amounts of each works best for
me. I like the tincture or vape because I can micro control my dosages. It doesn’t take much
and I don’t feel I’m loosing my faculties, but the pain is relieved. Hope this helps.
Reply

napster

27th October 2019 at 6:02 pm

This is the biggest load of bulshit ive ever read. Like anti-vaccine type stu . If you type in
bene ts of mar you get this site. If you type dangers of of smoking it for instance on more
credible site (lung.org) by inhaling burning leaves you get in smoke which is bad for
lungs(duhhhhh) also contains carcinogens. They say it is good for lungs?(are you already
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high? Get medical stuf from medical journals not this trash that contains deadly advice.
Misinformation on the net is shocking.
Reply

Jason

6th November 2019 at 12:16 pm

if or when I toke, I use hempwick and (or vaporize), so I don’t have to use the butane
in lighters. Cannabis smoke doesn’t linger in the body
Reply

Borene

11th December 2019 at 6:25 am

You’re not the RealNapster!!!
Reply

nattyking

28th December 2019 at 12:46 pm

#napster. . It’s good for everyone if you continue napping,, peace
Reply

Kai

15th February 2020 at 5:25 pm

This is a medical journal. I agree with you that the amount of misleading information
on the internet is disheartening. What poses as an increase to this problem are the
great number of individuals whose intelligence level may be considered sub-par or
inadequate, commenting in poor grammar and using incorrect spelling on posts.
Sincerely and respectfully, a well educated pothead.
Reply

Tdes

25th April 2020 at 3:03 pm

don’t let the masses know…
Reply

Abhiram

19th May 2020 at 6:13 am

I love weed
Reply

Daby jane

5th July 2020 at 2:53 am
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Same here

Julandie Kana

19th November 2020 at 2:37 pm

I’ve 4 major operations on my hand my ulnare nerve and
tendons were very badly damaged and cut o by glas the 1st
of November 2020 I’ve the last major operation …..i
exprirence so much pain and the ulnare nerve is so stu and
tens can i drink weed water

Sadie

13th June 2020 at 10:54 pm

Lmaooooo I love your response
Reply

LeAnn

11th March 2020 at 5:37 am

I’d would like to respectfully disagree with you. My father was diagnosed with
emphysema a long time ago and at night when he would try to sleep he would
struggle to breathe. He would sit up and start coughing and while coughing he
would loose his ability to breathe in as well as breathe out until he would almost
loose consciousness. The breathing treatments he is on to help this was not
working as much as the doctor had hoped for. He told my father about these clinical
trials that were testing how marijuana helps with di erent lung diseases and
suggested my father give medical marijuana a “test run.” He wrote him a
prescription for a certain type and instructed he use it right before he did his last
breathing treatment before bed. Believe it or not it actually helped tremendously.
My father says it makes him “cough up stu ” and that before it he couldn’t even
breathe in deep enough to try. He seems to think it helps his ability take deep
breaths and therefore his breathing treatment medicine can get to more of his
lungs to do its job. He no longer wakes up coughing at night and within a few days
he had so much more energy and his complexion went from looking as if he would
die to looking rested and normal. It has saved his life. Yes, obviously there are going
to be down sides to smoking marijuana. It could be di erent for each person but for
my dad, the bene ts of adding this to his treatment have more than outweighed the
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negative. His doctor swears that nearly all negative side e ects people have

experienced were from heavy long term use and even then they were not likely to
be a noticable hindrance to the patient or found worrisome enough for a physician
to stop the treatment. Anyway, I’ve seen it help my dad and I haven’t met anyone or
read very many stories from people who have had extremely life altering negative
experiences so I have no reason to condemn it or protest its legalization.
Reply

Wendy

18th March 2020 at 3:53 pm

Awesome! Thanks for posting this. I’m happy for your dad to have found
something that helps. There are side e ects to everything. Good and bad
with everything. If you weigh your options and nd that cannabis helps YOU,
more than standard western medicine, it doesn’t matter what a stranger
thinks. I trust science and history. Historically, natural alternatives have been
used, trusted and e ective. Modern medicine seems to discredit so much of
what history proved to be helpful and healthy. Modern medicine is
incredible. But we don’t have to be all meds or all homeopathic. More gray!
Less black and white.
Reply

Cher

9th May 2020 at 10:05 pm

People who have been on pharmaceuticals and had vaccines they’d rather of
avoided are the ones who su er with the greatest ill health from what I’ve
witnessed in my practice/life. Organic whole plant cannabis has saved many
people from losing their minds, organs failing them, pain and in ammation
from clogged up livers. Weight gain is often the result so there’s more issues
to deal with. Cannabis helps to regulate your blood sugar levels to reduce
cravings, cleans out the organs from the muck and works on brain function.
Why? Because it encourages the endocannabinoid system to do the work it’s
there to do with vigour. If you use quality whole plant cannabis you have an
incredible natural medicine to get your body back to homeostasis without
any nasty side e ects and addiction like meds. And there’s tons of research
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and proof! You don’t have to spend billions to prove something you can see
with your own eyes in minutes.
Reply

Kelvin

15th September 2020 at 10:48 am

Great
Reply

e.l.santanaaa on insta

10th November 2020 at 9:52 pm

f
Reply

Hbanks

14th March 2020 at 6:23 am

Well done brilliant student
Reply

Hema

18th April 2020 at 10:37 pm

U really never went through the miserable pains that quack doctors ( I call them
butchers ) give u when they goof up on surgeries nd the pains r unbearable , the
magic that mar does to u is unbelievable that in due course of time everything is set
right automatically , I think u should try it rather than giving wrong information
about it
Reply

Donna Lachner

27th April 2020 at 6:06 am

You must not need it for anything. I smoke it for my stomach problems. I haven’t
had any since I came to Florida . My stomach has sent me to the hospital. No help
there. Tomorrow I am getting some and I know I will feel 100 times better. Can’t wait
to feel better. So put that in your pipe and smoke that.
Reply

Nick

21st May 2020 at 5:25 pm
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It’s not at all a crock of bull, my partner and I were both exposed to cov19 and I had
a lot more contact with the person and I smoke weed daily and I didn’t catch it and
him being a non smoker and wasn’t around the infected person nearly as much as I
and he caught it, and he was wearing a mask. I’m a disabled veteran and have very
much pain if I don’t smoke and it did stop my seizures instantly. I also su er from
adepression and anxiety disorder and medication free because I smoke weed so be
afraid all you want of it hurting your lungs or whatever else but as long as I feel like I
do please don’t try and say something that you don’t know anything about. God put
it here but not the chemical companies that make the poisons that there so many
lawsuits over, there has never been a recall on weed or a side e ect.
Reply

Princess Motha

23rd May 2020 at 12:58 pm

Mnhhhh ..v read people’s comments on weed & l am amazed. Infact l didn’t
know that this weed can do such wonderful work. Can l boil it & drink coz m
afraid of smoking it? In fact we have plenty of it hence we had bigger
plantations of it.
Reply

Name

4th June 2020 at 6:48 am

Shoke it in a bottle gin and take little shot, morning or night.
Reply

Sunny

10th July 2020 at 12:50 pm

absolutely not, in India this herb is used for generations during festivities and for
treating many health disorders, there is nothing wrong if it is taken under
supervision of a herbal practitioner
Reply

ChaZ

24th September 2020 at 10:58 am

I noticed the improvement in my diabetes the rst night. I slept the whole night for
once without insulin spikes waking me up.
Reply
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